
Our customers include UK police
forces, vital naval and military
bases, sensitive national security
infrastructure, nuclear power
stations, international border
authorities and weapon
development and storage
facilities.

We have more than fifteen years’
experience of working with
military sites directly and with
partners. Assets we have helped
to protect include strategic
nuclear deterrent, military
intelligence listening stations,
the national grid, nuclear power
generation and reprocessing

sites, airports and ports and also
high security events such as the
G8 Summit.

Our flagship CCTV and PSIM
solution, Titan Vision, works
immediately to integrate many
sensor and security data
networks, including:

• Perimeter Intrusion Detection
Systems (intelligent fencing)

• IP and analogue CCTV

• Security and Access control
systems

• Fire and safety systems

• IP data networks of any sort

For bespoke integrated IP CCTV and PSIM solutions in national security
infrastructure, our expertise and technology are unrivalled.
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Integrated Security and Situation
Management
One of the prerequisites in the UK Nuclear
Industry is the ability to deal with critical
situations. Titan Vision is a key part of
managing these incidents, with portable
cameras quickly deployed at the relevant
location and viewed, controlled and recorded
over the Wide Area Network in a “safe area”
control centre.

Titan Vision’s bespoke Situation Management
Software and database provides our partners
with a secure, auditable method of
monitoring the incidents with a step by step
procedural guide. All details are logged on a
comprehensive database, with real time,
broadcast quality video and audio recordings
from each camera.

The Emergency Arrangements Team can
quickly prepare a permanent visual record of
the incident.

The record is used to analyse the event, learn
whatever lessons there are to be learned and
generally fine tune procedures and help with
future training.

Titan Vision Situation Management in Action
on an MOD Site

• Integration with other security and data
networks

• Converges data into a unified command
centre

• Broadcast quality audio and video
recordings

Titan Vision Situation Management in Action
on a Nuclear Site

• Quickly deploy portable cameras utilising
the WAN

• Detailed response procedure check list

• Comprehensive auditable incident
database

Physical Security
Information
Management
(PSIM) for critical
infrastructure


